**Details**

**Material Specifications**
- Pump and Handle: Stainless Steel
- Handle: Aluminium
- Reservoir: Stainless Steel
- Pump Pick Up: PVC
- Fixings: Stainless Steel
- Bearings: Bronze

**Other required information**
Can be connected to mains water or gravity fed from a water tank provided there is sufficient pressure.
Connection point is to the reservoir to a standard 15mm threaded plumbing fitting.

Spare parts: Available to order

**Standards**
AS 4685 series

**Applications**
- Age group: 1 year & up
- Level of supervision: Young children should be supervised and inappropriate activities discouraged
- Playspaces: Public parks, schools, early childhood centres, commercial play areas
- Environment: Shade preferred for user comfort and protection.
- Salt air environments may reduce life of steel
- Vandalism resistance: Low susceptibility

**Product Dimensions**

0-20 kg: One person lift
21-40 kg: Two person lift
41 kg+: Machinery Assistance

connection to water supply